Dimension over nilpotent groups
Recall that for a group G and a space X the cohomological dimension dim G X is de ned by d i m G X n whenever X K (G n) (this is Kuratowski notation for the case every map from a closed subspace of X to K(G n) can be extended over all of X). Since all homotopy groups in dimension 2 are abelian, for a non-abelian group G the cohomological dimension dim G X can only take v alues 0, 1 or 1. Theorem 1. For a nitely generated n i l p otent group G the following equality holds for every compactum X: where AbG means the abelianization of G for a non-abelian G this equality holds if on the right-hand side we identify all dimensions greater than 1 with in nity.
In order to prove this theorem we generalize Bockstein's basis theory to nitely generated nilpotent groups. For such a group G de ne a familỹ (G) f Z Zg f Z Z p p primeg, where Z Z p = Z Z=pZ Z, by: Z Z 2~ (G) whenever G 0 (the group G localized at 0) is non-trivial and Z Z p 2~ (G) whenever G p (the group G localized at the prime p) is non-trivial.G p ) i s n i l p o t e n t.
The above holds also for localization at p = 0 with the group Z Z p replaced by Z Z in this case. Proof: If Z Z p 2~ (G=; k (G)) then (G=; k (G)) p 6 = 1 a n d t h us G p 6 = 1 implying Z Z p 2~ (G). If Z Z p 2~ (G) then G p 6 = 1 implying that (G=; k (G)) p 6 = 1 or ; k (G) p 6 = 1. In the former case obtain Z Z p 2~ (G=; k (G)) immediately, in the latter case apply Proposition 2 to G p and obtain the same result. 2
From the structure of nitely generated abelian groups we directly obtain the following proposition. Proposition 4. For a nitely generated a b elian group G and any compactum X the cohomological dimension dim G X equals the maximum of dim H X over all H 2~ (G).
2
We generalize this proposition to nilpotent groups (with dimension taking only values 0, 1 or 1 if the group is non-abelian). Thus, in particular, for the generalized Serre class of groups whose elements have nite order we obtain h(Z Z) = (Z Z). From the Hurewicz theorem modulo the generalized Serre class of groups whose elements have orders q k , for q prime di erent f r o m p, w e obtain h(Z Z p ) = (Z Z p ).
Let us show that 2 implies 1. Proposition 5 implies that dim H k X = dim G X for some group G 2~ (H k ). Therefore l = h(G) k. From h(G) = (G) w e o b t a i n dim G X dim l X l k : The other implication can be proved similarly.
2
As a corollary we obtain the following variation of the main theorem of 1].
Theorem 7. For any nilpotent CW-complex M with nitely generated homo
